Wifi?
How the diddley-o does that work?
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The normal persons
guide to why wifi
doesn’t always work
Achieving reliable wifi signal throughout your
home and beyond is actually very simple! 
One call to

0800 wifiwifi

gets it done.

To help understand why we do what we do
here is our simple guide to how wifi works and
why it often doesn’t.
Thankfully the solution to achieving excellent
wifi signal throughout the home is only a two
part puzzle, one part is your incoming internet
connection, part two is the spread of the
wifi signal.
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PART ONE of the puzzle,

The INTERNET”
The internet can arrive at your house via
a few connection types, they are as
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follows, satellite, cell signal,
copper cable and fibre optic cable.
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Why do mbs maTter?
The speed at which data can travel will determine the quality
of your internet experience, for example to stream a program on
Netflix with good picture quality requires a data speed of
between 5-25mbs. At 5mbs the picture

So when you consider a few people in one house using the
internet for a variety of applications all at the same time the
available speed can be very quickly gobbled up,if
you dont have the right type of internet

may get a little blurry, audio may lag

connection for your households needs, Netflix

behind, it may take quite a while for

will crash, the kids will be shot (virtually)

programs to start and they may even stop

life as we know it will cease and the family

part way through, grrrrrrrr!. At 25mbs you

will need to embrace the worlds of days

will experience full HD quality
video, quick load up and continuous play,

gone by, congregate in the lounge and
play scrabble, heaven forbid!!

yayyyy!”
Playing a decent online game requires
around 20mbs whilst emailing and
simple internet browsing only require
around 2mbs.
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THE HOSE PIPE
An analogy that puts things in a simple perspective is the
hose pipe, our internet connection can be likened to a hose
pipe running down the length of our street with each house
tapped off it.
A copper cable is a small pipe, a fibre
optic cable is a big one, we turn on the
tap and the pressure we get is determined
by the hoses size, if everyone in the house

turns on the tap we each share the pressure,
if the whole street turns on the tap, eg: sits
down to watch Netflix at 7pm everyone’s
pressure/internet speed will reduce.
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20-25mbs

LOW QUALITY
PICTURE

15-25mbs

SERIOUS UP
ALL NIGHT GAMER

10-15mbs

ADEQUATE FOR
CASUAL GAMER

2-5mbs

BROWSING TEXT
AND PHOTOS 2-5mb

ULTRA HD
PICTURE

15-20mbs

EVERYONE
DOING THEIR
THING!
AT THE
SAME TIME~!
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Part 2 of the puzzLE
spreading wifi signal
Once you have the most suitable internet connection for your
needs, you now probably want to be able to access it at its full
performance anywhere within and around your home. The most
common way to connect to the internet at home will be with a
wifi connection. But where does this magic come from? The wifi
signal in your home is being generated by your router (often
called a modem).
The standard router that comes
with your internet connection
generates a realtively weak wifi
signal, it will do the job in a
small house or apartment but
any bigger than 3 bedrooms or
two storeys and you are going
to find the signal drops out once
you move too far away from the
router.
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STANDARD ROUTER

This diagram shows the relative wifi signal
generated by the standard router usually
supplied by your internet provider when you
first sign up. As we can see the signal dosent
reach very far and the the further away you
are the connection speed decreases very
quickly. This is the starting point for us all,
the following pages describe our options for
making an improvement. Lets call this
sorting part two of the puzzle.

INTERNET SPEED
SLOW SPEED
MEDIUM SPEED
FAST SPEED
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STANDARD ROUTER WITH EXTENDER

This diagram shows the relative wifi
signal generated by a standard router with
the addition of a wifi extender. As we can
see we have improved the reach of the signal
a little but we are not seeing any high speed
signal near the extender. Wifi extenders are a
terribly flawed technology that simply grab
an already weak signal from your
router, process the information (loosing
some in the process) then push out a small
radius of depleted signal. Dont waste your
money on these. The new mesh technology
extenders are “adequate’ but only if you go
for the very high end models and you will
still need to set them up yourself and deal
with a help desk phone call if things
go wrong.
INTERNET SPEED
SLOW SPEED
MEDIUM SPEED
FAST SPEED
EXTENDER
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TOP QUALITY ROUTER

This diagram shows the relative wifi signal
generated by a top quality router you could
purchase from the likes of us at WifiPlus
or an online store. As we can see we have
improved the reach of the signal and have
a greater radius of the high speed area also.
However we still have areas of the house
without signal and these routers require
programming which can be tricky for the
not so tech savvy, eg most of us!

INTERNET SPEED
SLOW SPEED
MEDIUM SPEED
FAST SPEED
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WIFI PLUS
THE GOOD STUFF

This diagram shows the relative signal
generated by two WifiPlus devices. As we can
see we now have signal throughout the entire
house and also spilling out to outdoor areas
that may be of use to you on the deck or by
the pool etc. What we can also see is that
the higher speed signal is available in around
65-75% of the house. WifiPlus is the same
technology used to create wifi networks in
hotels shopping malls and offices. It is the
most effective way to generate strong
reliable wifi signal. We have been installing
this technology for nearly 20 years, this is
how its done!
INTERNET SPEED
SLOW SPEED
MEDIUM SPEED
FAST SPEED
WIFI PLUS
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How about another analogy.
Another great analogy that helps us understand why
wifi sometimes dosent work is sound. Wifi signal
behaves very much like sound. The further
you are from the source, (lets say a
stereo speaker), the quieter the sound
we hear is. Likewise if the speaker is in
another room and the door is shut it will
be quieter still.
This picture depicts the problem of having
just 1 simple router trying to spread wifi
signal throughout the house, as we can
see things are pretty good on the top floor
but it all gets pretty grim as we descend
to the lower floors.
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Wifiplus nails it again!
Considering the sound analogy again, this picture
depicts the broad spread of wifi signal when wifiplus
devices are installed throughout the house.
Imagine a stereo system that connected
to speakers in every room, it would be
loud wherever you went. With wifiplus wifi
signal is strong and reliable throughout
the entire home and beyond.
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DONE!
We hope that makes sense. Should you be
kind enough to engage wifiplus to get the
wifi sorted at your place we would be
most appreciative.
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0800 WIFIWIFI
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